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https://fuse.wikichip.org/news/1177/amds-zen-cpu-complex-cache-and-smu/2/

In DRAM caches:
 Off-chip
 Tag, LRU, etc. share bus with data
 Lower bandwidth
 Higher latency

Memory 
controller









will_use

will_read

will_write I am going to write and/or read this object

archive I am not going to use this object for a while

retire I am never going to access this object again
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Fast memory

Slow memory
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…

Different data manager 
for different hardware



function prefetch(
 policy, object, force::Bool = false)
 x = DM.getprimary(object)
 if DM.in(x, SLOW)
  sz = DM.sizeof(object)
  y = DM.allocate(FAST, sz)
  if isnothing(y) && force
   start = find_region(policy)
   DM.evictfrom(FAST, start, sz) do region
    evict(policy, DM.parent(region))
   end
   y = DM.allocate(FAST, sz)::Region
  else if isnothing(y) && !force
   return
  end
  DM.copyto(y, x)
  DM.link(x, y)
  DM.setprimary(object, y)
 end
 return
end
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Read: compilers, runtimes, experts…
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Compute Kernels

Intermediate TensorsGoal: Minimize Execution Time
• Arbitrary computation graph.
• Size constraint on fast memory.

How
• Place tensors in fast or slow memory.
• Optimal tensor movement.

Strategy
• Profile kernel performance
• Model tensor assignment as ILP





Up to 3x performance
over hardware cache!
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